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Kia ora koutou
Well done everyone! I have been immensely impressed at how smoothly and calmly our first week back under Alert
Level 2 has flowed. Everyone has played their part from dropping the children off and collecting them at the assigned
entrances, signing in if you come on site and social distancing from each other. The children have been amazing, and
it has been delightful to see some slightly apprehensive faces slowly relax and smile. Our focus has been on following
good hygiene practises, the students’ wellbeing and setting strong rhythms and routines. The students have loved seeing their friends and it is lovely seeing them breathing out during break times and enjoying each other’s company again.
There have been a few moments of anxiety bubbling to the surface, but everything has been dealt with gently and any
concerns addressed directly with parents. Please can I remind everyone who enters the school site, whenever that may
be, to sign in and out on our contact register at the office.
As previously mentioned Sharon and Carl did a fantastic job at Alert Level 3 and paved the way for an easier transition
for all of us at Alert Level 2. I would like to thank all the staff for their hours of work, care and preparation to get the
school ready for the safe and happy return of our students, they have done an amazing job whilst still holding down the
distance learning at the same time.
We are so fortunate to live in this beautiful country and we have had such strong leadership that has afforded us the
possibility of starting to come out of this terrible situation relatively quickly. We wish to keep the gains we have made
that have helped to preserve many lives and livelihoods. We will keep on following the guidance from the Ministry of
Health and Education and inform you of any changes as they happen. Whilst we have a long road ahead, I would like
to send out our thoughts and prayers to the many peoples of countries less fortunate than our own, who are still battling
the devastations of this terrible virus.
I recently read an article in the latest Waldorf Today which talks about the question of screen time over this period and
keeping everything in balance for ourselves and our children. I have included it in this addition for your interest.
Just a reminder that the school will be closed next Friday 29th May for our Teacher Only Day. Staff will be involved in
professional learning groups, coaching and additional professional development in resilience and in Special Character.

Wishing you all a relaxing weekend!

Ngā mihi

Sue

Screen Time
By Cynthia Aldinger
I attended an interesting meeting with a group of colleagues from various organizations recently (via a Zoom call) and heard
how one by one they were finding their way with the use of screen time to communicate with the world, with their students,
or with others who are in need of connection right now. These were all, for the most part, organizations that had not used
screen time to represent their field of work up until now.
Now, weeks into the mandate to stay home, many of us may be a bit Zoom-weary while at the same time grateful for the
possibility of remote connection. A positive note my son offered the other day was that his business Zoom calls tend toward
being more focused and efficient. Even so, he also noted how tired he is at the end of the week after being on screen every
day. I can relate.
A bigger question looms in my consciousness. How are we going to be when/if the time comes that we are able to return to
community life, to start meeting in person regularly, to let go of pervasive amounts of screen time? Knowing that screens
have an addictive nature will we all need massive therapy to free ourselves from checking our phones and social media frequently? Will we have grown comfortable with the ease of connecting virtually? Will we be awkward with each other at first –
uncertain about shaking hands, offering a hug, standing closer than six feet apart? Will we be at risk of a social-emotional
pandemic?
As our children are growing, and potentially facing ongoing fear-engineered, regulatory- controlled reductions of civil liberties
with increased use of robotics in almost every field of work and service industries, what foundation can we offer them now so
that they can meet whatever comes with resilience and humanitarian impulses?
One thing we can strive for is to model a balanced life. Engage the whole family in the Living Arts:
• practical, domestic care of our homes and surrounding environments
• nurturing care of each other and ourselves
• creative and artistic activities and skill building
• and social awareness and interest in others
These human-connection pursuits will help our children to be better equipped to recognize the difference between artificial
intelligence and a soul-bearing human being, for example. Another thing we can do is to model a balanced way of using
screen time and social media.
We can also do our best to understand the different stages of development of the children in our care and how they take in
life. Let’s do a tiny review:
The young child has no filters and takes in everything in their surroundings. They learn primarily via imitation and through
sensory intake. When they are very little they are learning how to name the world and, as they grow, how to give it meaning.
They tend to think that everything is “real”. I heard a story recently of a little one whose teacher had sent a video to all the
little ones in her care, and throughout the video this little one was trying to speak to and engage with her teacher. It was confusing to her that her teacher would not respond. This might make us feel that FaceTime or Zoom, which is somewhat
“interactive”, is better. I don’t know – maybe.
Believe me, as a grandmother I have had occasional FaceTime calls with my grandchildren, yet when they were little I had
mixed feelings when they would reach for the phone to try to give me a kiss. I really didn’t want to become virtual grandma,
yet I loved “seeing” them. My hope was that the physical play in which we engaged when we were together somehow mitigated the non-physical moments of virtual connection. These are decisions we each can only make for ourselves and hopefully without sitting in judgment of others as they, too, are navigating this world where we are sometimes vast distances from
those we love. We can also do our best to transcend the medium we are using by bathing it with love and light during the
time we are on screen. The cautionary tale is to err on the side of “less is best.” If we are bringing content to young children,
perhaps at the request of parents, let us remember dear Fred Rogers of Mister Rogers Neighborhood. He moved and spoke
at a pace that made room for warmth and love. One could feel that his intention was not entertaining as much as it was healing.
Perhaps as teachers and caregivers we can better offer support directly to the parents via Zoom or other platforms if they
ask for it, although a truly personal phone call can really mean a lot to a parent after weeks of social distancing! And we can
hold these families lovingly in our hearts in the hope that this time together will create deepening human-to-human connection and experiences for the children and their sensory awareness.

As parents, we can trust that our children will figure out how to entertain themselves over time if we keep their surroundings and their schedule simple and engage as much as possible through The Living Arts mentioned above. If we, in a
moment of overwhelm, decide to offer some type of screen time experience to them, again keep the balance in mind. If
possible, get them out in nature (even in the backyard) for at least twice as long as they were on the screen and also,
after the screen experience, give them a cuddle and loving human touch to bring them back into the “real”.
Middle childhood children are typically more awake to the workings of the world, and while they still
take life in through their sensory experiences, they also have more developed filters and capacities to
understand the difference between what is real and what is virtual. A challenge to bear in mind, however,
is that some (perhaps most) commercial programming has woven into it an addictive quality, most especially gaming.
If their innate, though unconscious, drive is to experience beauty, please understand there is a vast difference between a
real, sensory experience of a worm or bird or a tree or a flower or wind or rain in their backyard and videos that try to
show the grandeur of natural landscapes and animal life. As much as possible keep it real for them. Bear in mind that if
they are spending hours doing online school work they will need plenty of time for robust movement, human connection
and fresh air.
Regarding adolescents and teens, I have already written quite a bit about screen time and youth. This is a time when
we can do our best to teach them how to become the master over their screens, rather than vice versa. As we have
abandoned dictionaries, and other books for that matter, in deference to Google, we can support our youth as they research the things that interest them. Ask them to share with you what they learned from what they researched. When
applicable and possible find the supplies they need to make models of what they want to create or invent. After they’ve
been on screen, encourage them to go for a bike ride (if allowed where you live) or just go outside to digest what they
have learned and try to re-imagine it in their mind’s eye. If they are so inclined, encourage them to draw it on paper.
We do not know what the world re-set is going to yield in the coming months and years. The world view that has occupied my research and interest for my whole adult life leads me to believe we will have further “disruptions” as we go forward – perhaps some less dramatic, others more so.
One topic, perhaps the elephant in the middle of the room, which I cannot go into in depth, is for us to consider “what is
the means by which we connect ourselves to screens?” Does the web of satellite connections and the growing number
of cell towers (particularly with the increase in 5G) have any effect on our general health and well-being? And, if it does,
what can we do about it? Of course, it is possible to find numerous and conflicting thoughts about this; however, a common suggestion is to keep our 5-G (or any-G for that matter) apparatuses as distant from our bodies as possible, ideally
not even in our back pocket, but in our purse, backpack or briefcase. Some people also keep their phone in a specific
place in the house rather than carry it around all the time. For those of us who grew up with wall phones, this is
not a new concept! Something else we can do is turn off our WiFi connection every night and whenever we are not using
it – and to have it in a room that we occupy the least.
A less common approach, and one that bears consideration is something I recently read from Rudolf Steiner from 1923:
“In times when there were no electrical currents, when the air was not swarming with electrical influences, it was easier
to be human ... For this reason, in order to be human at all today, it is necessary to expend much stronger spiritual capacities than was necessary a century ago.” And that was spoken a century ago! He did not encourage us, however, to
disengage from modern life, but rather to be well-grounded in our practical daily lives and in our devotional lives. He calls
upon us to “Seek real practical material life, but seek in such a way that the spirit which dwells within is not deadened for
you.”
So, we can ask, what are these spiritual capacities of which Steiner spoke? It’s a question I encourage each of us to
ponder. Certainly, we know that being able to move, to speak, and to think are foundational spiritual capacities. We want
to do everything we can to protect these gifts when we start moving around again, start speaking face-to-face again,
start placing our thinking in the service of a more sustainable culture – not only ecological or physical, but also emotional, intellectual, artistically creative, and social.
What we are always called upon to do is to come back into balance. When so much of our personal connection to people
was somewhat shuttered through social distancing, many of us started surprisingly embracing a tool we had beforehand
used more sparingly – screen time! For some of us, it is not a personal choice, but rather a tool that allows us to continue
our professional work. It does remind me, however, of the enchantments we read about in the fairy tales and the various
ways the spells were broken in order for the prince or princess (or whomever) to come back to their true self. Certainly
that is my hope – that we will find our way back to human-to-human connection and once again reduce screen time. With
its compelling, somewhat compulsive/addictive nature, however, we may want to gird our loins for the effort it may take
to free ourselves.

This brings us back to what do we want for our children? After years of clinical studies showing the effects screen time
can have on children’s quality of life, what might we offer instead to support families while sheltering in place? Can we
collectively decide to pause? We have the opportunity for a cultural re-set, a paradigm shift that simplifies and slows
things down to a pace that is not so overwhelming, a pace that is spaciousness enough for wonder.
Human connection, life skills, levity, outdoor excursions, trust that we can navigate these times – all of this and more will
create a healthy foundation for the children in our communities, our families and our care. Putting these at the forefront
and virtual connection and screen time more in the background, and only when necessary or needed, sets a stage for
the resiliency we seek for our children and ourselves.
Cynthia Aldinger founded LifeWays North America in 2001. Author of the book Life is the Curriculum and co-author of the
book Home Away From Home: LifeWays Care of Children and Families, Cynthia has lectured and presented internationally and is
pedagogical director for trainings and seminars across the United States. She served fourteen years on the board of the Waldorf Early
Childhood Association of North America.

MESSAGE FROM THE PROPRIETORS’ TRUST
Dear community,
When we last caught up at the class meetings we talked about the PT’s focus for 2020; consolidation and maintenance. With the current uncertainty in this COVID crisis this couldn’t be more true.
We also talked about the pledge. We ask the community to pledge money to the PT to allow us to
pay for maintenance and uphold the special character of the school. We urged everyone to
“pledge what you can, then stick to that promise” allowing us to plan ahead with no surprises.

The COVID Lockdown is an unprecedented surprise , to say the least. We understand that some
may find themselves in a position that they had not anticipated when making their pledge. We are
all in this together, and we will make it through with kindness and compassion.
If you have concerns about your pledge payments please contact the PT via Monika
(office@waikatowaldorf.school.nz) so we can make a plan together.
James Bell-Booth
For the Proprietors’ Trust

COMMUNITY NOTICES
These notices are published as a service to the school community. Publication is at the discretion of the Editor, and does not
necessarily reflect the opinion of the Faculty.

We’re back!!
Now you can get into music lessons again with:

Just contact Carl for more info…
carl.watkins@musiqhub.co.nz
027 388 9558

Tenant with Kids Wanted
I am looking for a like minded small family to live in my attached flat and share my garden. The flat is north facing, has two
bedrooms (one extra large with walk in wardrobe, the other a small single bedroom), both sunny with elevated views. The
rest of the flat consists of a bathroom, kitchen, good storage areas and a large north facing lounge dining area opening
into a garden. The flat comes fully furnished. The garden has a trampoline, silk swing and two guinea pigs in a hutch.
Located 5 mins drive from Waikato Waldorf School in Chedworth/Chartwell in a quiet cul- de -sac. $420 a week (includes
internet and electricity).
Myself, my 7 year old daughter, her dad and our dog live in the south end of the property. The flat for rent is completely
separate living except for a shared laundry in the garage and shared garden.
A single parent and one or two children close in age to mine would be ideal though I am flexible.
Enquires phone Penny 027 326 0667
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